
Welcome to All Ice Chalets!

All Ice Chalets Ylläs apartments are comfort-
ably furnished and well-equipped holiday
apartments in the best location in Ylläs,
right next to Ylläs Sport Resort and its
slopes, adjacent to the spa hotel Ylläs
Saaga.

There are two different, well-equipped
chalet apartments for rent: the 4+2 person
apartment has a view in the direction of
Lake Ylläsjärvi and the 2+2 person holiday
apartment facing the slopes.

Lovely, active Ylläs

In Ylläs, you will find perhaps the most
beautiful slopes, trails and hiking trails in

All Ice Lapland Oy
Email: myynti@allice.fi
Tel: (fin / eng) +358-500-824839
Info and booking calendar: www.eriklinna.fi

Comfortable beds

Dining area

Living room

Finland as well as the varied and wonderful
nature of Finnish Lapland. The ski slopes
and cross country trails of Sport Resort Ylläs
start right in front of the adjacent hotel; in
fact you may not need to drive anywhere at
all during your vacation. There is a bus
service from the airport and train station to
the hotel, and a small shop next door and a
bigger one can be reached with the ski bus.

The Chalets apartments connect to the Ylläs
Saaga hotel with an internal corridor, pro-
viding a convenient access to the many
services it has to offer. You'll find an à la
carte restaurant, a spa with a steam sauna
and pools, a gym with massage and physical
therapy along with relaxing baths as well as
cosmetic services. There is a variety of other
restaurants at a walking distance too.

Welcome to Ylläs!
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Our comfortable apartments

Both apartments are decorated and
equipped with a comfortable vacation in
mind. The apartments have fully equipped
kitchens with crockery as well as utility
rooms with washing machines and drying
cabinets. A free wifi is of course also avail-
able. The apartments' own ski storage
rooms and the shared ski maintenance
room are located on the entrance floor of
the building.

Both apartments await your arrival with
comfortable beds made, ready with soft
sheets and top-quality down comforters.
The linens as well as other household
necessities are supplied for your conve-
nience and are always included in the
rental fee.

A 201 62 m2 for 4+2 persons

The apartment consists of a living room,
sauna, 1 bathroom, 1 powder room, two
bedrooms with beds for four persons
altogether. Additionally there is a pull-out
sofa in the living for two persons. The
kitchen has dishware for eight, cooking
and serving ware, all the modern applianc-
es, stove and oven, refrigerator with freez-
er and a dishwasher. This apartment also
has a drying cabinet and a washing ma-
chine with a dryer function.

A 306 43 m3 for 2+2 persons

The apartment consists of a living room,
sauna, bathroom and a bedroom with
beds for two. Additionally there is a
pull-out sofa in the living for two persons.
The kitchen has dishware for six, cooking
and serving ware, all the modern applianc-
es, stove and oven, refrigerator with freez-
er and a dishwasher. There is a washing
machine and a drying cabinet in the bath-
room.


